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Micro/nanostructured silicon surfaces are attractingmore andmore research attention because of the wide

range of applications in optoelectronic devices, microelectronics, microfluidics, and biomedical devices.

Despite numerous efforts for fabricating a variety of micro/nanostructures, a one-step, facile and

effective method for preparing diverse, three-dimensional micro/nanostructures is still desired. In this

paper, a new approach based on liquid (ethanol and sucrose solution) assisted femtosecond laser

irradiation on silicon substrates was proposed for the preparation of controllable microcones and

micromolars arrays. Their height can be controlled from 3.3 to 17.6 mm for microcones and 5.9�33.7 mm

for micromolars by adjusting the pulse energy. The processed surfaces are superhydrophilic

(25.05�2.46�), superoleophilic (7.22�0�), and underwater superoleophobic (124.9�169.2�). The surfaces

further demonstrate many distinct functions such as fog collecting and volatilizing, droplet storage and

transportation, and liquid directional transfer. Our proposed method features rapidness, simplicity and

easiness of large-area fabrication, which may find enormous potential applications in many fields such as

microfluidic devices, fluid microreactors, biomedicine, and chemical–biological sensors.
1. Introduction

Fabrication of a high density array of high-aspect-ratio silicon
micro/nanostructures has attracted considerable attention as of
late due to their broad applications in the elds of optical
devices,1 solar cells,2 sensors,3 microuidics4 and biomedical
devices.5 Standard and conventional electron beam lithog-
raphy6,7 and focused ion beam lithography8 are usually involved
in the fabrication of silicon micro/nanostructures with high
resolution, however, these technologies have the disadvantages
of low throughput or expensive setup. Nanoimprint lithog-
raphy9–11 have the advantages of high speed, low cost, large
pattern area, and high pattern density, but it still needs amaster
mold manufactured by means of e-beam or X-ray lithography.
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Self-organized electrochemical processing12,13 is an attractive
method for fabricating silicon micro/nanostructures as it offers
several advantages including a large area and fast speed.
However, the preparation is limited by the not as well dened
shapes and the sizes of the micro/nanostructures. Especially,
these methods need complex multistep manipulation or some
special chemical materials.

Recently, laser processing has emerged as an innovative
method which is one-step, fast and maskless way to prepare
special nanoparticles and surface micro/nanostructures to
overcome the disadvantages of traditional methods.14–34 For
instance, E. Fadeeva31 and A. A. Ionin's32 have reported the
fabrication of self-organized conical pillars on the titanium
surface by femtosecond laser ablation in air. In addition to the
metal, many scientists have also conducted femtosecond laser
fabrication semiconductor materials, such as silicon, which is
broadly used in biomedicine, optoelectronics, micro-electronics
and other elds.23–27,29,30 Many groups, such as E. Mazur,25–27 E.
Stratakis28 have prepared controllable sharp spikes by SF6, Cl2
or H2S assisted femtosecond laser irradiation. In terms of the
formation of microstructures, these reaction gases assisted
processing is effective, fast compared in air, N2, and even
vacuum.25–28 However, SF6 and Cl2 are hazardous gas, which can
cause severe harm to the operators and environments.25–28

Moreover, during the process of these kind of dry treating,
RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 37463–37471 | 37463
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a high-precision but costly vacuum chamber is usually required
to pump the reactant gas.25–28 In recent years, many groups have
concentrated on the liquid-assisted processing by femtosecond
laser pulses.14–20,23,24,33,34 S. Barcikowski,14,15 M. Meunier,16,17 V.
Amendola,18,19 et al., have prepared controllable Au nano-
particles in aqueous solutions or organic solvents assisted laser
irradiation. S. Bashir21 has investigated the formation of desired
morphology and chemical composition on Ti and zirconium
surfaces in ethanol. S. Hamad22 has fabricated silicon nano-
particles and self-organized high spatial frequency laser
induced periodic surface structures (HSFL) by femtosecond
laser ablation Si in acetone. E. Mazur23,24 has reported the
formation of 200 nm wide silicon spikes, high-density regular
arrays of nanometer-scale silicon rods in water. All these works
declare that femtosecond laser irradiation in liquid environ-
ments are simple and fast methods in creating micro/nano-
structured surfaces. Although many works are involved with the
femtosecond laser ablation silicon in ethanol, the products are
mainly nanoparticles and few refers to micro/nanostructures.35

Additionally, as a common high viscosity solution, sucrose
solvent has never been reported as assisted liquid environment
in laser micro/nanofabrication.

In this work, we use low-boiling, low viscosity ethanol, and
for the rst time employ the high boiling point and high-
viscosity sucrose as liquid environment for femtosecond laser
irradiation on silicon. The microcone and micromolar arrays
were successfully prepared in ethanol and sucrose, respectively.
It is indicated that the heights are tunable by simply controlling
the laser pulse energy. Furthermore, these processed surfaces
exhibit multiple functions, such as collecting fog, liquid
storage, microdroplet manipulation and directional transfer,
which can be used in microuidic devices, uid microreactors,
biomedicine, biomedical scaffolds, and chemical–biological
sensors.29,30,33,34
2. Experimental section
2.1 Materials

In our experiments, single crystal p-type silicon (110) with
dimension of 0.5 � 20 � 20 mm3 and 0.5 � 20 � 40 mm3 were
purchased from New Metal Material Tech. Co., Ltd, Beijing,
China. The oil used to detect the contact/sliding angles is 1,2-
dichloroethane (C2H4Cl2). The assisted solvents are ethanol
(purity of 99.3%) and sucrose which is prepared by dissolving 50
g sucrose in 50 g distilled water.
2.2 Laser treating silicon surface

The details of the experimental setup and schematic fabrica-
tion process are shown in Fig. 1(a). A regenerative amplied
Ti:sapphire fs laser system (Legend Elite-1K-HE, Coherent,
pulse duration of 104 fs, center wavelength of 800 nm, repe-
tition rate of 1 kHz) is employed for the irradiation experi-
ment. To induce micro/nanostructures with different heights
at large area, the pulse energies of the incident laser are set
from 0.05 to 0.25 mJ, and the scanning speed is constant (1
mm s�1). The step sizes between the adjacent scanning lines
37464 | RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 37463–37471
are 20, 35, and 50 mm, respectively. For liquid experiments, the
silicon sheet was stuck to the bottom of a 20 ml glass
container. When the glass container was lled up with ethanol
or sucrose, the height of the liquid layer above the sample
surface was about 12 mm. In this experiment, the focusing
condition is an vitally important parameter, which can greatly
inuence the energy distribution and morphology of the
formed micro/nanostructures. The glass container (vessel)
containing the sample was mounted on a computer controlled
XYZ translation stage for precisely positioning of the area to be
machined. Considering the different focal conditions in air
and liquids due to refractive effects, we adjusted the position
of focal plane by moving the sample along the optical axis (Z
direction) in order to obtain the same focal positions. During
the adjustment process, a CCD camera was used for in situ
observation. The detailed description of the focusing condi-
tions is shown in the ESI [Fig. S1–S3†].
2.3 Characterization of structured silicon surface

The structural properties of the as-prepared samples are
investigated by scanning electron microscope (SEM, JSM-6700F,
JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) and optical microscope (Nikon, Japan). The
contact angles of 5 ml water or oil droplet, and the sliding angles
of the oil droplet underwater are measured by a contact-angle
system (CA100D, Innuo, China). The photographs and the
videos are taken by a digital camera (Sony, Japan).
3. Results and discussion
3.1 Formation of microcone and micromolar arrays in
ethanol and sucrose solutions

The ethanol has the high density of 99.3%, low boiling point of
78.4 �C and low viscosity. On the contrary, the sucrose solution
has the high boiling point (higher than 100 �C) and high
viscosity. The physical properties for the two solutions are very
different. So, the laser interaction mechanism between silicon
and different solvent may be different. Moreover, in our
previous works, we have reported the one-step assembly of 3-
dimensional porous metal micro/nanocages by ethanol-assisted
femtosecond laser irradiation for enhanced antireection and
hydrophobicity,33 and the preparation of underwater super-
oleophobic microcones arrays by sucrose solution assisted
femtosecond laser irradiation.34 In this work, we also used
ethanol and sucrose solution as liquid environment to assist the
femtosecond laser fabrication on silicon surfaces.

SEM images in Fig. 1(b) indicate the silicon surface micro/
nanostructures prepared in air at pulse energy of 0.06 mJ,
scanning speed of 1 mm s�1, and scanning space of 50 mm. It is
observed that the structures are mainly nanoparticles covered
cloud-structures with various sizes, displaying random, which
can be attributed to silicon vapor cloud formed on and above
the surface during its heating by the laser radiation, and the
redeposition of the multiscale nanoparticles produced by the
laser impact effect.36

Fig. 1(c) exhibits that the formation of the microcones with
the ethanol-assisted fs laser irradiation. It is indicated that the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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Fig. 1 The preparation of microcones andmicromolars with ethanol and sucrose solution assisted fs laser irradiation at pulse energy of 0.06mJ.
(a) Schematic representation of the experimental setup. (b) Random structures in air under the same laser parameters. The structures consisted
of cotton-like structures covered with debris of silicon. (c) Microcones arrays with ethanol assisted fs laser irradiation. The microcones height is
about 3.3 mm. During the experiment, few but large bubbles were produced at the ethanol/silicon interface, and nanoparticles were also formed.
(d) Micromolars arrays with sucrose solution assisted fs laser irradiation. The morphology of the microstuctures like mammal molars and the
height is about 5.9 mm. A lot of tiny bubbles and nanoparticles were generated during the experiment.
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microcones are regularly distributed and the average height
is about 3.3 mm. Different from the micro/nanostructures
prepared in ethanol, the formed micro/nanostructures in
sucrose solution can be described as micromolars [Fig. 1(d)]
with the height of 5.9 mm. It is seen that the microcones and
micromolars are distributed into arrays.

The mechanism for the formation of such structures can be
ascribed to the high temperature of plasma excited at the
silicon/liquid interface and the capillary wave excited in the
molten silicon thin layer during the localized cooling
process.23,37 By contrast, it is observed that during the
machining process, there were more and smaller bubbles
produced than that in ethanol. In addition, the processing in
sucrose solution is more peaceful. The differences of density,
viscosity as well as boiling point of the ethanol and sucrose also
have great inuence in inducing the diverse microstructures on
silicon surface. Therefore, the ambient conditions are critical
for the formation of different micro/nanostructures.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
3.2 Precisely controlling the growth of the microcones and
micromolars arrays by the laser pulse energy

From the aspect of practical application, it is acceptable to
fabricate controllable structures via a simple parameter. Based
on the experimental observation, the growth of both the
microcones and micromolars arrays can be effectively
controlled by adjusting the laser pulse energy. In order to
illustrate this controllability, a series of pulse energy ranged
from 0.05 to 0.25 mJ is chosen to do the irradiation experi-
ments. With the increasing pulse energy, the laser-induced
plasma is further expanded to produce a stronger shock wave,
higher temperature and higher pressure at the interface, so
higher and larger microcones and micromolars are produced.
For example, when the pulse energy is increased from 0.05 to
0.25 mJ, the height can be increased from 3.3 to 17.6 mm for
microcones [Fig. 2(a)] and from 5.9 to 33.7 mm for micromolars
[Fig. 2(b)], respectively [ESI, Fig. S4†]. Additionally, it can be
seen that the grooves with the adjacent spaces of 50 mm are also
RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 37463–37471 | 37465
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Fig. 2 Precisely controlling the growth of the microcone and micromolar arrays by adjusting the laser pulse energy. (a) 45� tilted SEM images of
the silicon surfaces by fs laser irradiation in ethanol with D ¼ 50 mm at pulse energy from 0.06 to 0.24 mJ. The microcones are uniformly
distributed and the height is increased from 3.3 to 17.6 mm with the increasing pulse energy. (b) 45� tilted SEM images of the micromolars
fabricated in sucrose solution. The corresponding height is ranged from 5.9 to 33.7 mm. (c) and (d) SEM images of the microcones and
micromolars prepared at D ¼ 20 mm, pulse energy of 0.06�0.12 mJ, and the energy interval is 0.02 mJ. Under this processing condition, all the
microcones are still uniformly distributed on the whole processed surface, however for micromolars there are always groove caused by the
scanning lines.
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formed between the micro/nanostructures, with the period
equal to the direction translation step due to the scanning of the
laser beam.

In order to further investigate the evolution of the micro-
cones and micromolars, and the formation of the grooves, we
conduct another experiment with the pulse energy ranged
from 0.06 to 0.12 mJ, and the scanning spaces of 20 mm
[Fig. 2(c) and (d)]. In Fig. 2(c), at pulse energy of 0.06 mJ, it is
seen that small microcones with height of 3�3.5 mm are partly
generated on the processed area. With the increasing pulse
energy, the microcones gradually grow larger, and the height is
4.1�5.2 mm at 0.08 mJ, 5.5�6.3 mm at 0.10 mJ, and 6.5�7.1 mm
37466 | RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 37463–37471
at 0.12 mJ. In addition, the distributions become more
uniform with the increasing pulse energy. The SEM images in
Fig. 2(d) indicate that the micromolars also grow as a function
of the pulse energy, and the height can reach about 9.4 mm at
0.12 mJ. By comparing the results in Fig. 2(c) and (d), it is
found that the micromolars are always larger than the
microcones produced at the same parameter. Another distinct
difference is that the grooves can be always formed under the
sucrose solution assisted fs laser irradiation. The generation
mechanism for these differences can be attributed to the
different boiling points, viscosity, and refractive index of
ethanol and sucrose solution. E. Mazur23 has reported the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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formation silicon spikes by liquid (water) assisted femto-
second laser pulses irradiation, however, the size of the
structures are 200 nm, which are obviously smaller than laser
wavelength of 800 nm. F. Chen29,30 et al. has presented an
effective method of producing hierarchical conical spike
structures femtosecond laser irradiation in air through a line-
by-line and serial scanning process. It is indicated the
formation of the conical spikes can be attributed to the
femtosecond laser holing, and the period of the structures is
equal to the spaces of the adjacent pulse, which is different
from our strategy. This experiment demonstrates that a simple
and exible method have been proposed to fabricate control-
lable microcones and micromolars on silicon surfaces.

3.3 The wettability of the microcones and micromolars
arrays

3.3.1 The superhydrophilicity/superoleophilicity. E.
Mazur27 has already investigated the wettability of the struc-
tured silicon surface, however, they focused on the super-
hydrophobicity which is obtained by modied the surface with
a layer of uoroalkylsilane molecules. Here, different from the
literature,27,29,30 we mainly studied the superhydrophilicity/
superoleophilicity of the micro/nanostructured surface. In our
experiment, the water and oil contact angle of the at silicon
surface is about 36.2� and 24.7� in air, demonstrating intrinsi-
cally weak hydrophilicity and oleophilicity, respectively [ESI,
Fig. S2†]. It is reported that the hydrophilic/oleophilic at
surface can be tuned to be more hydrophilic/superhydrophilic,
or more oleophilic/superoleophilic one by introducing the
rough hierarchical micro/nanostructures.38 Fig. 3(a) shows the
contact angles (CA) as functions of the pulse energy for inducing
microcones and micromolars with different roughness. It can
be seen that the water CA decreased with the increasing pulse
energy, from 24.5� to 3.2� for microcones, 12.3� to 2.6� for
micromolars. Due to the hydrophilicity, the water can
completely contact the rough surface, as shown in the sche-
matic diagram of Fig. 3(a), forming the Wenzel contact. The
contact model (Wenzel model)39,40 can be described as follows

cos q0WA ¼ R cos qWA (1)

where q0WA and qWA are the water CA on the structured silicon
surface and at one [ESI, Fig. S5†], respectively. R is the
roughness factor,41 dened as the ratio of the actual apparent
surface areas of the microcones and micromolars to their
geometric projected areas. In our case, the value of R is greater
than 1,33,34 and it is increased with the pulse energy. According
to Wenzel's model, the hydrophilic surfaces will be more
hydrophilic with the increase of roughness. The CA measure-
ment also shows that the structured silicon surfaces fabricated
in sucrose solution are more hydrophilic than that in ethanol.
Meanwhile, we nd that scanning space also inuence the
water CA to a small degree, namely the water droplet has
smaller CA at smaller scanning space. As seen from Fig. 3(b), all
the oil CAs on the structured silicon surface are less than 10�

due to the lower surface tension, showing superoleophilicity.
Similar to the case in Fig. 3(a), the oil contact angle is decreased
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
with the increasing pulse energy and the decreasing scanning
space. It's worth mentioning that the water droplet can quickly
spread on the micromolars induced at pulse energy above 0.18
mJ in sucrose solution, and nally the contact angle nearly
reaches 0, showing extremely superhydrophilicity.

The properties of superhydrophilicity and superoleophilicity
are crucial for preparing multi-functionalized surfaces. To this
end, a fog collector constituted by three concentric rings spaced
by unprocessed areas [Fig. 3(c)] is designed and placed into the
articial fog ow condition to reveal the enhanced fog har-
vesting. As time prolonged, the micro-droplets from fog are
gathered to gradually form larger droplets, randomly distrib-
uted on the unprocessed locations. On the contrary, the fog
droplet was prior to condense on the processed areas, and then
fog water gradually coalesced and covered the concentric rings
driven by the wettability difference during the fogging process.
The continually collected fog water completely covered the three
rings in the end, forming continuous waters. The volatilization
behavior of the water droplets, which is an inverse process of
the fog collection process, was also investigated [Fig. 3(d)]. It is
observed that the tiny water drops on the unprocessed areas is
preferentially volatilized, while the water on the processed ones
can keep the morphology primly. This investigation indicates
that our fog collector can act as a potential fog harvesting
apparatus with an enhanced efficiency, which may nd appli-
cations at the arid regions with freshwater scarcity. Due to the
superhydrophilicity and superoleophilicity, the as-prepared
silicon surfaces can be used for liquid storage. As shown in
Fig. 3(e), oil, red ink andmilk can be xed at the processed three
circular areas with 6mm diameter, orderly. None of the droplets
overow from the designated circular regions, displaying
ultrahigh adhesion.

3.3.2 The underwater superoleophobicity and the oil
droplet manipulation. When the hydrophilic silicon surface is
immersed in water, water molecules can be trapped in the
formed micro/nanostructures, developing a composite water/
solid interface. For the incompatibility, the trapped water acts
as an insulation layer to prevent the oil droplet from permeating
into the micro/nanostructures.29,38 In this case, the oil droplet
can only contact the top of the induced micro/nanostructures,
hence the processed silicon surface forms an oleophobic and
even superoleophobic interface. Fig. 4(a) and (b) indicate the oil
contact angles for microcones and micromolars as functions of
pulse energy, respectively. It is easy to see that the oil contact
angles are increased with the increasing pulse energy, and also
they possesses a larger contact angle at smaller scanning space.
By comparison, it is found that the micromolars endow the oil
droplet with larger contact angle than the microcones.
Furthermore, the state of the oil droplet can be described by the
Cassie model40–42 and the contact angle can be expressed as

cos q0OA ¼ f cos qOA + f � 1 (2)

where q0OA and qOA are the oil CA on the structured and at
silicon surfaces, respectively [ESI, Fig. S5†]. f is the area frac-
tion dened as the ratio of the actual contact area possessed by
the oil droplet to the whole microstructure area. Although the
RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 37463–37471 | 37467
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Fig. 3 The superhydrophilicity/superoleophilicity of the microcones and micromolars. (a) The water contact angle of microcones and
micromolars. All contact angles decreased with the increasing pulse energy. (b) The oil contact angles of microcones and micromolars. The
processed silicon surfaces are superoleophilic. The insert images in (a) and (b) were the illustration of the Wenzel contact model. (c) Sequential
optical images of fog collection onmicrocones-constituted three concentric rings. (d) The volatilization process of the water collected by four 4
cm long lines consisting ofmicromolars arrays. Both the start timewas set as 0 for (c) and (d). (e) The static storage for oil, red ink, andmilk. Due to
the superhydrophilicity and superoleophilicity, the liquid can be firmly fixed at the processed areas.
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exact value of f is not readily available, it can be theoretically
deduced from eqn (2), and the calculated results are shown in
Fig. 4(c). Obviously, the value of f is decreased with the
increasing pulse energy and decreasing scanning space. In
addition, it is observed from Fig. 4(a) and (b) that some
measured contact angles are below 150�. In this case, the oil
droplets are in metastable Wenzel/Cassie hybrid states,43,44 as
shown in the schematic diagram of Fig. 4(d1) and (d3).
Conversely, when the contact angle is larger than 150�, the
contact is the Cassie model, which represents a non-wet-
contact mode. The oil contacts the upper end of the micro-
structures, leaving the lower end immersed in water [Fig. 4(d2)
and (d4)]. Especially, the minimum values for f are 0.206 and
0.081 for microcones and micromolars, endowing the struc-
tured surface with oil CA of 157.76� and 169.21�. The oil
sliding behaviors are also studied [Fig. 4(e) and (f)]. Similar to
the case discussed above, the sliding angles are also decreased
with the increasing pulse energy and decreased scanning
space. The microcones and micromolars can modulate the
oil sliding angle from 0.91� to 12.88�, and 0.52� to 9.14�,
respectively. Generally, the small sliding angle signies low
adhesion.45,46
37468 | RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 37463–37471
The modication of the underwater wettability plays an
important role in the oil manipulation. Fig. 4(g) and (h) indicate
the controlling of the moving behavior of the oil droplet. By
utilizing the adhesion contrast between the treated and
untreated area, the oil droplet can move along the setting path
without loss via slightly tilting the sample [ESI, Fig. S6†]. In
addition, the structured surfaces with controllable adhesion
have important potential application in the transfer of oil
droplets. Fig. 4(i) shows an example of transferring a 5 ml oil
droplet from the low adhesive A surface to the high adhesive C
surface via using medium adhesive B surface as a “mechanical
hand” [ESI†].47,48

3.3.3 The anisotropic wetting and sliding behavior. In the
previous discussion, the scanning space (D) was set as 20, 35,
and 50 mm, which can match up with the size of focused laser
beam, therefore, there is hardly any untreated space between
the scanning lines, making the inducedmicrostructures overlap
with each other. In this case, the wetting and sliding of the oil in
water are isotropic. When increasing the scanning space, blank
area appears and gradually grows wider as shown in Fig. 5(a)
and (b), which are prepared at pulse energy of 0.25 mJ. By
contrasting the preparation in ethanol and sucrose solution, it
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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Fig. 4 The underwater superoleophobicity and the oil droplet manipulation. (a) and (b) show that the microcones and micromolars are
underwater superoleophobic and the oil contact angles increased with the increasing pulse energy. (c) The calculated area fractions defined as
the ratio of actual contact area by the oil droplet to the whole area of the microstructures. It is demonstrated that the area fractions decreased
with the increasing pulse energy. (d) The detailed contact model for underwater oil. When the contact angle is smaller, the contact model is
metastable Wenzel/Cassie hybrid states. However, if the contact angle is larger, the contact model is Cassie state. (e) and (f) are the oil sliding
angles on microcones and micromolars as functions of pulse energy. (g) and (h) The directional transport of oil along the set path. (i) Process of
transferring oil droplet from the A surface to C surface via B surface. Utilizing the differences of adhesive force, the structured surfaces can be
used as “mechanical hand” to transfer the oil droplet from lower adhesive surface to higher one.
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is indicated that laser can scan the silicon surface to form the
wider scanning lines with the assistance of sucrose solution
than ethanol [ESI, Fig. S7†]. The increase of the scanning space
results in the difference between the contact angles measured
parallel or perpendicular to the scanning lines. Fig. 5(c) and (d)
reveal the shapes of a 5 ml oil droplet on the treated silicon
surface with D of 80 and 200 mm, along the directions perpen-
dicular and parallel the scanning lines, respectively. Seen from
Fig. 5(c) for microcones with D¼ 80 mm, the values for CAt and
CAk are 153.92� and 151.83�, declaring a small degree of wetting
anisotropy for the two directions. However, for D ¼ 200 mm, the
measured CAt and CAk are 138.08� and 124.36�, hence the
difference of the CA values for the two directions is 13.72�.
Similarly, for micromolars, at D ¼ 80 mm, the CAt and CAk are
166.29� and 162.72�, and at D ¼ 200 mm the values are 143.81�

and 131.52�, respectively [Fig. 5(d)]. We also systematically
investigated the inuence of D on the values for CAs of oil in the
perpendicular and parallel directions on both microcones and
micromolars [Fig. 5(e)]. It can be seen that although both the
CAt and CAk are decreased with the increasing D, CAt is
consistently larger than CAk. Furthermore, CAk is initially
approximate to CAt, however, with D increasing, the CAk is
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
decreased much faster for the more and more obvious aniso-
tropic structure.

To investigate the inuence of D on the anisotropic sliding of
the oil droplets, the SAs perpendicular and parallel to the scan-
ning lines [Fig. 5(f)] were measured. Fig. 5(g) and (h) indicate the
snapshots of an oil droplet rolling on tilted microcones and
micromolars silicon surface with D of 80 and 200 mm, respec-
tively. At D of 80 mm, the SAt and SAk are 1.13� and 2.87� for
microcones, 0.81� and 0.84� for micromolars, showing small
sliding anisotropy. However at D of 200 mm, the measured SAt
and SAk are 48.24� and 58.79� for microcones, inducing sliding
anisotropy is 10.55�. While for micromolars, the SAt is 21.45�

and SAk is 44.29�, which indicates that the sliding anisotropy
reaches 22.84�. The relationship between the anisotropic sliding
and D for the microcones and micromolar was systematically
studied [Fig. 5(i)]. From Fig. 5(i), it is observed that the SAs in the
parallel direction were always smaller than those in the perpen-
dicular direction. This anisotropic sliding is caused by the
different three-phase contact line (TCL).47–49 By comparison, the
discontinuous and long TCL perpendicular to the scanning lines
can give rise to more pronounced hysteresis effects than the
continuous short ones along the parallel direction.
RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 37463–37471 | 37469
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Fig. 5 The anisotropic wetting and sliding behavior. (a) and (b) are the optical microscope images of the silicon surfaces prepared by ethanol and
sucrose solution assisted fs laser irradiation under pulse energy of 0.25 mJ and scanning space of 80, 120, 160, and 200 mm, respectively. (c) and
(d) The optical images of the anisotropic contact state of 5 ml oil whichweremeasured perpendicular and parallel to the scanning lines composed
by microcones and micromolars, respectively. (e) The statistical results of the oil anisotropic contact angles with the increasing scanning spaces.
(f) The schematic illustration of oil droplet slides perpendicular and parallel to the scanning lines. (g) and (h) The snapshots of oil droplet rolling on
the microcones and micromolars surfaces with scanning spaces of 80 and 200 mm, along the parallel and perpendicular directions, respectively.
(i) The oil anisotropic sliding angles as a function of the scanning space.
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4. Conclusion

In this work, we have developed a facile approach of one-step
assembling microcones and micromolars on silicon surfaces
by ethanol and sucrose solution-assisted fs laser irradiation. By
simply changing the solutions and adjusting the pulse energy,
the height of themicrocones andmicromolars can be arbitrarily
controlled, which endow the silicon surfaces with tunable
superhydrophilic, superoleophilic, and underwater super-
oleophobic properties. In addition, these micro/nanostructured
surfaces also show many useful multifunctions, such as fog
collecting and volatilizing, liquid storage and transportation,
and directional transfer. The unique wetting properties of the
structured silicon surfaces by our proposed method open new
applications in elds of microuidic devices, uid micro-
reactors, biomedicine, and chemical–biological sensors.
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